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Two piece multi-layered formed beech core shell 

Trumpet or 4-prong bases

Reversed bevel edge of layered wood table tops

luci

chairs and lounge tables

Luci embraces confidence with its highly fashionable 
and distinct appearance. The shaped wood shell is a 

comfortable and durable accent for any space.
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luci
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LU721DT with LU36RT (venetian)
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luci

LU721DX with LU3636SX (saffron)



luci

jsifurniture.com

Each piece of wood is unique, characterized with differences in color, grain configuration and texture.  
These characteristics are not considered defects and are easily detected with natural and light finishes.
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Lounge Shells and table tops are available in wood and color finishes, all with DuraTex low-emission top coat. Seats and backs are 
upholstered.  Shell Construction The shell is constructed of a two piece multi-layered formed beech core and overlayed with ash veneer. 
The soft edges and exquisite curves of the shell surround the luxuriously upholstered seat and back.  Base Construction Choose from 
polished aluminum trumpet or 4-prong base styles, each including a swivel seat mechanism. The 4-prong base is capped with unique 
glides to protect any floor.  Tables Tops are available in a soft square or round shape, in 30 or 36 inch widths.  Every top has a reverse 
bevel edge for a modern profile with ergonomic advantages. Tops are produced in wood or color finishes.

Learn how Luci can contribute to your sustainability goals by contacting your JSI Customer Service Team.



table (trumpet base)
square top
30” and 36” 

table (trumpet base)
round top
30” and 36”

chair (trumpet base)
32.5”H 24.75”W 22.5”D 

table (4-prong base)
square top
30” and 36” 

table (4-prong base)
round top
30” and 36”

chair (4-prong base)
32.5”H 34.75”W 22.5”D 
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Jasper,  Indiana 47546

812.482.3204 O

812.482.1548 F
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luci designed by Infiniti Design.
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